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Buddy toss world record

ThinkCo uses cookies to provide a great user experience. Use ThinkCo to accept the use of cookies. Hagut/ShutterstockMom may have told him to stop playing with bubble gum, but I haven't heard Chad Pell from Alabama. Instead, he continued to practice and eventually blew the largest pink bubble ever, 50.8 cm (i.e. see) at Double Springs High School in Winston County, Alabama. How did he pull it out?
Simple: Just three pieces of double-bubble gum. Here is a list of 50 amazing facts from all states that you don't want to miss. Jadet Poonsittichok/Shutterstock When an outdoor concert begins or you're picnicking with friends on a blanket, you can draw attention to the grass. As a childhood launch pad, those green blades can help you whistle, reveal dust and, of course, cherish four-leaf clovers through,
bringing Irish luck. A man in Alaska, Edward Martin Sr., didn't stop looking for gold pans. He achieved a world record for the largest collection of four leaves coming in at 111,060. Talk about luck! David Tadebossian/Shutterstock waved an inconspicuous guito in the days after his 18th birthday celebrations. Most people are banging on with tattoos alone, but some can be art of using their bodies as canvases
to describe their lives. And Michelangelo in this piece? Tattoo artists, of course. In fact, one artist from Arizona, Hollis Cantrell, is so handy that he manages to tattoo 801 tattoos 24 hours a day. For more information about the state, check out the best free attractions in every state. African Studio/Shutterstock Baking layered sheet cake is the easiest way to whip up a baked cake because it's your daughter's
birthday or Friday and you need sugar. But if you're going to be a record holder, you have to think of something bigger than two circular fans with frosty tubs in between. In Arkansas, one of the talented bakers, Jane Modi pulled 230 layers at Springdale Country Club. I wonder how many people have a piece of cake? Eszolo/Shutterstock The golden state's coolest world record is not held by humans, but a
jump aptly named by four-shot wonders... Dogs! In an officially stunning set in Los Angeles, Jumpy flew 100 metres on a skateboard in 19.65 seconds. Jump and go! Learn 13 secrets your dog knows about you. In all the photo booths of Jiri Hera/Shutterstockweding, staples are the infamous fake mustaches. But no matter how many people are on the guest list, you can't beat the world record set by the
Denver Broncos at the University of Colorado Health. Here they gathered 6,471 people, all wearing doctor mustaches and gaining fame. Do you need two pieces of cake to go and put your heart away from your best friend's wedding pixgo.de/ShutterstockDance? We feel the night. But if you want to say 200 slys, you have to make a huge cake. Sugar is the other way. Mohegan Sun Casino in Unkasville,
Connecticut, won the world's largest wedding cake award at the New England Bridal Showcase. How big is it? Big: 15,032 pounds coming in. Don't miss the weird food laws in every state in the country. Known for its beautiful beaches, Wave Break Media/Shutterstock is an ideal place to cycle. Or, you know, embark on the journey of a lifetime at the age of 67. It was quite an experience for Lynnea C. Salvo,
who holds the world record for the oldest person to cross the United States on a bicycle. She traveled 3,163 miles from Oceanside, California, to Bethany Beach, Delaware. There's no doubt that Marcel Kriegle/ShutterstockSunshine State is hot, hot and hot. With temperatures rising above 100 degrees on the beach on the hottest day of summer, there's nothing as refreshing as a cold drink. Therefore,
sangria's biggest pitcher is The Caviche Tapas Bar &amp; No surprise that it was made by the staff at the restaurant. It can serve wedding parties coming from 9 feet high and consists of wine, chopped fruit, brandy and some additional sweeteners. Make sure you know the best state fairs in every state for your next trip. 7th Son Studio/ShutterstockA A popular pastime in Georgia - after watching or playing
football - is golf. With lush lawns and a lot of cheap tea time, it's a friendly and competitive way to get past the Southern era. People from Mike's golf cart from Perry, Georgia, have created the longest golf cart to have all their friends together (and hey, earn a world record!). Measures a 31-foot, 6.74-inch bumper on the bumper. If epicstock media/shutterstock surf breaks the world record, would it make
sense to try Hawaii? In Maui, Aaron Gold successfully surfed without tows, which measured 63 feet from through to the crest. Since this extraordinary break is known as The Jones, it is all the more impressive as a dangerous and death-defying feat. Elena Schweitzer/Shutterstock, a fall retreat in Idaho known for its potatoes and other farms, is not complete without a straw maze. But hey, why do you do a
typical maze when you can do a huge one? In Rupert, Idaho, Garden Cent created a mega maze and broke the world record for the largest straw bale maze of all time. They used a straw 3,202 bale and the maze measured 1.6 miles. Don't miss out on some of the must-see family travel destinations in each state. Valerii__Dex/ShutterstockA popcorn balls may be a popular gift for relatives every holiday,
but the challenge of creating an epic display for popcorn factory employees in Lake Forest has been a proud right. The weight of the ball is a whopping 3,423 pounds! It has a big record with Kafenkov Dennis/Shutterstockkenju (race track of course), but it needs bigger food to feed a strong army. Luli's Italian restaurant in Middlebury represented an impressive £212.7m calzone. 23 feet, 7 inches by 2 feet, 4
inches. It is made with cheese, pepperoni, a special sauce inside the dough. Only one question remains: How many can we try? In addition to trousers and a great hat, Zinga/Shutterstock Farm knows that beards are part of the uniform. Technically the record was set by a man from Norway, but the state won the title because he lived the great state of Iowa for the last 15 years of his life. Hance N. Lansess
(absurdly remarkable) measured 17 feet with a beard, six inches at the time of his burial in Kensett in 1927. makieni/Shutterstock knows a thing or two about the end of many farmlands and houses in this square state of the range. From breeding and breaking them on rides through cornfields at sunset, horses are a precious part of Kansas life. And hey, a woman's trusted companion needs a pretty
hairstyle! The crystal socha from Augusta set a world record for the longest tail ride on a horse called 12-foot, 6-inch summer breeze. (Here are some of the most hard-to-pronounce towns in every state.) file404/Shutterstock The average age of first-time moms in this southern state is lower than most other parts of the country at 23.8. It is also important to know that creating a family has no age limit but no
height requirements. Stacey Herald, who is only 28.5 inches tall and only 2.375 feet tall, gave birth to a healthy baby boy by caesarean section at Dry Ridge. zkriger/ShutterstockNew Orleans can feel like any other universe: streets lined with beads and jazz performers, frosty drinks in everyone's hands, and the most surprisingly dull food imaginable. Milk and cream reign in this Louisiana destination, and
we're proud to hold the record for the largest macaroni and cheese in the world. Cast iron kettle dishes made by Cabot Creamery Cooperative and Chef John Falls came in at £1,902. Internal? Delicious 575 pounds cooked macaroni, 286 pounds of mixed cheese, 56 pounds of butter, 26 pounds of flour, 1,100 pounds of milk, 61 pounds of dry seasoning. If you think Louisiana deserves bragging rights to
giant macs and cheeses, you'll want to take a look at some of the coolest records set by kids. Ruxxna/Shutterstock Do children need to get lobster and corn on the dinner table before they start whining hungry? We bet you won't beat the world record for the most corn shells in a minute: 13! The winner of the title is Michael Diggins Jr., from Scarborough, Maine, who is the first record holder for the title.
When it comes to Alena Hauillik/Shutterstock Crab Records, it takes home the Chesapeake Bay state, er, cake. In fact, the largest crab cake ever made was made by Handy International, a corporation on timonium with 300 pounds of cake, Maryland. And, of course, it was made with Maryland blue crab meat. Off Filippo Giuliani/Shutterstock at the Boston Marathon, Charles Regatta's head is the most
watched Congratulations on the race in Beantown. Rowers from around the world travel to win titles, but one team, the Hinham High Crew, pursued another challenge. They set a world record by using a rowing boat to drag a water skier for 4 minutes 8.22 seconds. Talk about technology! Baibazz/Shutterstock Midwestern not only loves meat and cheese, but also loves to eat mayonnaise, mustard and doo
together. However, in order to fill the office (or to fill several offices), more than two pieces of bread must be thrown together. Wild Woods Chill in Roseville, Michigan &amp; The grill took home the biggest sandwich award with a mixed weight of 5,440 pounds. Inside were 150 pounds of mustard, 1,032 pounds of corn beef, 260 pounds of cheese, 530 pounds of lettuce and 3,568 pounds of bread.
Redsinestudio/ShutterstockA lot of vegetable crops and the production of farm land, Minnesota is not shy about their love of farm animals. But no one, like Lafayette's Ruth Klossner, is obsessed with the obsession found in black and white. She has been collecting cow-related items for more than 32 years and has everything from costumes and dolls to stuffed animals. How much? 15,000 items are
valuable and counted. If nullplus/Shutterstock is thinking about it now, you can probably remember the M-i-s-i-p-p-i song in elementary school when you learn about all 50 states. Locals probably don't have to explode into song to remember the spelling of their condition, they love america's longest river. Mississippi Gov. Bob Bradford and Clark Id paddled the length of the infamous river from Minnesota to
Mile Zero in the Gulf of Mexico, rowing in 18 days, four hours and 51 minutes. Better? They accepted the challenge to raise money for Rhett syndrome and leucodystropy. If you want to head to Mississippi (or any state for that matter), learn the cheapest month of the year to visit all 50 states. David Tadebossian/ShutterstockMizuri notes on how to make a barbecue in nearby Kansas: slow-smoked, covered
in thick tomato and molasses-based sauce. It's no surprise that Missouri takes home a world record that teaches large crowds how to master spaceships. In Kansas City, 336 people attended the Smithfield-led lesson, which included two recipes: Smithfield Prime White Rice and Roasted Garlic and Fresh Pork Chop Seasoned Herbs. Claudio Divia/ShutterstockTo make sure most of us have the goods we
use every day, tractor trailer trucks must trek across the country and deliver them to various stores. With the abundance of highways, many of these drivers pass through Montana, which is why it makes sense for a record for truck taxis (i.e. where drivers sit) to happen in this state. Greg Godfrey jumped 166 feet to win the title at the EverLyn's Nbel Days event at Butt! Rashika/Shutterstock: If a twister is
bothering you, you might not want to. Read ahead to this world record or note, and visit Nebraska. In 2004, Nebraska won this difficult title after the Hallam Nebraska tornado landed, making it the widest 2.49-mile damage path in history. More than 56 tornadoes plagued the Midwest during this period, but the heaviest tornadoes occurred, causing destruction up to 4 kilometers wide. Check out 7 crazy
weather changing the flow of history. Terry Bervikkis/Shutterstock What's happening in Las Vegas is all about staying in Las Vegas, including a giant margarita that no one can carry on board to get home. Margaritaville created an 8,500-pound margarita that is 16 feet, 11 inches by 10 feet. Internal? Tequila, margarita mix, triple seconds, lemon margarita mix and all your favorite ingredients. How did they
pull it out? It was good thanks to 60 people over 300 hours. After working on their creation during that time, they nominated her Lucky Rita and served her around the party for the grand opening of margaritaville casino at the Flamingo Hotel in Las Vegas. Andrei Armygop/Shutterstock There's no better place to celebrate Halloween than in New Hampshire. If you're selling cute jack-o'-lanterns. Kinsie,
represented by Let It Shine, has teamed up to uncover 30,581 pumpkins, a feat that has broken eight times since Keane's original attempt. Irina Bg /Shutterstock succeeded in the first place, if you try and try again? The same is true of Francesco Baca from Lyndhurst, New Jersey. He first achieved a nerdy record, showing off 16 holes, with the most piercings on his tongue. Then I raised the ante and got
two more, and in early 2017 I brought in two more to increase the total to 20. We just have to wonder: how does he eat?! Bogdan Sozachni/Shutterstock New Mexico, home to many Native Americans, holds the nation's largest reservation record of 10 million acres, or 15,000 square miles. To put it in digestible terms, rhode island, Connecticut, and Massachusetts have combined in size. It is estimated that
269,202 people are estimated to be home to the Navaho Indians. The symbolic ringing of bells opening the Valerie Potaphova/Shutterstock trading floor is an honor bestowed on celebrities and executives, but for four and a half months in 1914, the New York Stock Exchange closed. It was a difficult time financially, but it symbolized the beginning of World War I. Oleg Golofnev/Shutterstock is known for its
great barbecues, beautiful beaches and picturesque mountains, and North Carolina has a growing reputation as a beer powerhouse. Raleigh Beer Garden took home the prize title of the most beer brands on the tab in 2015. It showcases 203 breweries and 369 beers, and samples were available from each brewery to win the title. To the bottom! If you enjoy drinking Bruskey on movie nights, you can visit
one of these iconic movie sets in every movie. Is Anton Watman/Shutterstock a better way to celebrate the first clear, crisp, white eyes than to keep angels out of magic? It was an idea that the National Historical Society of North Dakota gathered 8,962 people in 2007 to create this classic snow angel at the same time. It's a good idea to say goodbye to the S hydrogenta/shutterstock summer, open your
arms, and do a county fair or ride. In addition to corn mazes and pumpkin picking, apple broving is a popular attraction. But it was Jackson's Ohio UnitedHealthcare community plan that made history: they gathered bob597 people to apologize at the same time! hookmedia/ShutterstockYe any state problem you write on the back of an envelope, is given to pay respect and gratitude to brave men and women
who risk their lives in dangerous situations. But in Oklahoma, the Atoka Fire Department wanted a way to demonstrate how many people climb onto plates in heavy firefighter gear with the parade. The assembled 220 vehicles set a world record and were a lot of pride. Nataliya Hora/Shutterstock is also home to many snacks and treats, including donuts, hazelnuts, craft beer and pinot noir, while Oregon
also grows healthy produce. In fact, thanks to abundant weather conditions, they even broke the world record through the ground. In 2016, Scott Holub grew a heavy squash, weighing 1,844.5 pounds in Gerais. With olga Miltsova/Shutterstock hiking trails and idealistic autumn weather and foliage, Pennsylvania knows how to host fall celebrations. And what bonfire song can you complete if you don't pause
to eat that terrifyingly delicious s'mores? Deer Run Camping Resort has embraced this immutable treat to the extreme and set the largest world record to date. 104 volunteers created a 267-pound beauty in Gardners, Pennsylvania. If you have a huge sweet tooth, you can check out the best ice cream shops in every state. Igorstanovic/Shutterstock If you've ever visited Rhode Island off-season in the dead
weather of winter, you'll know how cold temperatures can get. You can hope that you can crawl with warm and insulated socks and hide away from the cold. With this world record set by the charity Project Undercover, Inc., you can have it! They made 32 feet, 7 inches by 22 feet 6 inches by 8 feet 2 inches cream and brown colored socks. To raise awareness of those in need in the area, we used 600 feet of
cotton and 42,000 feet of cotton thread. Sea Wave/Shutterstock Charleston is the place to check your bucket list, can we suggest adventure to lower countries outside of summer? Southern South Carolina is known for scorching sunshine – and apparently, fire breathing chili. In fact, Ed Currie, a local producer at the Pukerbert Pepper Company, is Smokin Ed's Carolina Sassin, the world's most popular chili
pepper. Just how hot? It earns 1,569,300 Scoville thermal units. Baby! Have you ever heard of artem shadrin/Shutterstock Mashed Potato Wrestling Championships? If not, now you know: every year, people mash up sfoods to take home. But who can win the most? Ironically, there's Steve O'Gratin, who has been named Steve O'Gratin four times in Barnesville, Minnesota, and most recently Clark, South
Dakota. Ok, his real name is Steve Baron, and he's the founder of the Mashed Potato Wrestling Federation, which gives him a home-court advantage. And hey, in case you're wondering, there's no waste rolling around on potatoes: they use inedable floor cleaning from factories or old pieces that can't be sold. Whatever is left is fed to livestock. Boule/Shutterstock You have to be from Tennessee because
you're the only 10 people I see, it's an old pickup line, but it might not be as effective as this world record in Gatlinburg. Al Glinieki was able to tie up 14 cherry stems in 60 seconds at the Guinness World Records Museum in Gatlinburg. Talk about bragging rights! Brokritiv/ShutterstockSermertime in the South is as sweet as apple pie and sweet tea, but full of sweat. What better way to cool off in Texas
humidity than slip and slide? The idea behind the Trinity River Vision Authority's world record achievement was: they traveled 2,541,060 feet an hour on slip-n'-slides. Just how? 1,486 people tracked the inflatable. optimarc/Shutterstock You won't be too old to surpass the fun of a good 'ole fashion scavenger hunt. But what's better than searching the town around casual bob? Mega One, like breaking the
world record set in Provo, Utah, is creating a mysterious magic as Google Fiber Provo, Provo City, Downtown Provo and Kotopasi come together to attract 2,079 participants. Theme? Provo rights. More Vermont than Morrisons/Shutterstock maple syrup is snowy, and a team has created a frozen spell in Vare, Vermont. The Frozen Fun Co-Ed Softball Tournament for Families hosted a three-day event in
which 795 players from 61 teams played softball in the snow to set a world record. Petrovic Nataliya/Shutterstock In major cities, you can pay $2-3 if you stop by a street vendor and grab a hot dog. It's a bit expensive when you can get a pack for about $5 and draw at home, but it's worth the cash if you're hungry after sightseeing. But would you pay $169? Tokyo dog in Seattle won most expensive hot dog
record Check out the amazing birthplace of your favorite food 20. Forest B Shattuck/Shutterstock is known for its beautiful mountain ranges and nearby hiking, and West Virginia has many natural wildlife. William Greene of Kister created the world's largest bird finder at 760 pounds to help those pretty birds fly happily. Inside was a mixture of black oil sunflower seeds, captains, mixed fruits and nuts.
Wondering which bird you found swirling first? Black chicadi. GooDween123/Shutterstock Famous for cheese over rock ice It does take milk to make it all – and Kemps, Cedarberg LLC was literally when they tried to make the biggest scoop ever. It came in at 3,010 pounds, 5'6 tall and 6'2 wide. Taste? Easy to eat strawberries. Dance Strokes/Shutterstockout, on wyoming's wild west side, is where you'll
find Yellowstone National Park, the oldest park in the United States. As part of everyone's bucket list, this 3,470-mile beauty was honored in 1872. Next, discover the strangest laws in every state. Originally published as January 07, 2019 2019
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